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The author analyses the Türkic myth in Hungarian national identity. Hungarian Turkism emerged in the 19th century and developed as part of ethnic and political nationalisms in the 20th century. Propaganda of the ideas of Turkism became the reason for “Ugric-Turkic war” — several waves of intellectual discussions and debates of Hungarian nationalists about the primacy of Ugrism or Turkism as the basis for Hungarian national and ethnic identities. Hungarian Turkism became a part of the intellectual history of Hungary and the invented intellectual and cultural tradition. Representatives of early Hungarian Turkism were romantic nationalists who idealised ancient Turks as possible ancestors of Hungarians. The ideologists of Hungarian Turkism in the early 20th century and the era of the First World War were pragmatic nationalist politicians who hoped to benefit from cooperation with the Ottoman Empire. The ideas of Turkism competed with the Magyar myths in Hungarian ethnic nationalism. Turkish nationalists and ideologists of Pan-Turkism supported the theorists of Hungarian Turkism. The founding fathers of the Türkic myth developed radical ethnic versions of identity and simultaneously stimulated the emergence of a national tradition of Oriental Türkic studies. Turanism as the ideology of Hungarian nationalism failed to realise its potential in competition with the ethnic and political trends of Magyarism. The ideas of Turanism could not effectively resist the modernization and consolidation potential of Hungarian political nationalism. The ideas of Hungarian statehood supplanted the values of Turanism. The political collapse of the Ottoman Empire as the greatest Türkic state also contributed to the fall of the popularity of Turanism. Turanism transformed in the studies of the history of Hungary during the period of Turkish rule, and the history of cultural, linguistic and ethnic contacts in contemporary Hungarian historiography. Non-academic historiography continues to develop the political mythology of Turanism.
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Автор анализирует тюркский миф в венгерской национальной идентичности. Венгерский тюркизм возник в XIX в. и развивался как часть этнического и политического национализма в XX в. Пропаганда идей тюркизма стала поводом для угорско-тюркской войны — нескольких волн интеллектуальных дискуссий и дебатов венгерских националистов о притязате утризма или тюркизма как основ венгерской национальной и этнической идентичности. Венгерский тюркизм стал частью интеллектуальной истории Венгрии и изобретенной интеллектуальной и культурной традицией. Представители раннего венгерского тюркизма были романтиками и националистами, идеализировавшими древних тюрок как возможных предков венгров. Идеологии венгерского тюркизма в начале XX в. и в годы Первой мировой войны были прагматическими националистическими политиками, которые надеялись получить выгоды от сотрудничества с Османской империей. Идеи тюркизма конкурировали с мадьярскими мифами в венгерском этническом национализме. Теоретики венгерского тюркизма были поддержаны турецкими националистами и идеологами пантюркизма. Популяризаторы тюркского мифа одновременно развивали радикальные этнизированные версии идентичности и стимулировали возникновение национальной традиции востоковедных тюркских исследований. Туранизм в идеологии венгерского национализма, с одной стороны, не смог реализовать свой потенциал в конкуренте с этническими и политическими тенденциями мадьярства. С другой стороны, идеи туранизма не смогли эффективно противостоять модернизационному и консолидационному потенциалу венгерского политического национализма. Идеи венгерской государственности вытеснили ценности туранизма. Политический крах Османской империи как крупнейшего тюркского государства также содействовал падению популярности туранизма. Туранизм в современной венгерской историографии трансформировался в изучение истории Венгрии периода турецкого владычества и истории культурных, лингвистических и этнических контактов. Неаcadемическая историография продолжает развивать политическую мифологию туранизма.

Ключевые слова: Венгрия, национализм, интеллектуалы, утризм, тюркизм, туранизм, мадьяризм.

The formulation of the problem. Nationalists have contradictory relationships with history. Historians can be among nationalists because they do a lot for the emergence, liberation, and progress of nations they belong to, or just dream that these nations will become recognized members of the modern world, which mainly consists of nations and nation-states. Nationalist perceptions of history are radically different from the academic ones. Historians and intellectuals of the nationalist orientations do not face restrictions and regulations of the formalized rules of academic ethics. Nationalists openly use history for their political purposes, although historians can also be nationalists and correlate history with the political needs of the nation or its political classes. Nationalisms of the 19th and 20th centuries had complex relationships with the history, but nationalists inspired the developments of academic historiographies. They provided oppressed groups and communities, which were ambitious enough to transform into political nation-states, with national histories.

Academic historiography and nationalism of the oppressed groups evolved simultaneously because they became the inevitable and forced allies in the processes of social transformations and cultural mutations of traditional peasant communities into modern nations. Early national historiographies and nationalism concerned achieving the same political goals. If political nationalists insisted that the imagined and invented nation need
political freedom, independence, and the nation state, the historians of nationalist orient-
tation provided the groups they aimed at with glorious past and great national history. The
legitimization of the ideas of political freedom, sovereignty, and independence were
impossible without the invention and imagination of great ancestors, who symbolised po-
litical and state traditions of the heterogenous communities in question. The collective
awareness and understanding that historical state and great ancestors had utmost impor-
tance for the actual politics and ideological struggle stimulated European nationalists of
the 19th and 20th centuries to invent and imagine ancestral ethnic groups and states. The
collective desires to provide the nation with great ancestors inspired nationalists to impose
modern ethnicities and identities on various communities that had nothing in common
with the nations of the 19th century.

**The purpose and tasks of the article, or what this article is not about?** The author
attempts to analyze intellectual strategies, political practices of nationalists, their collec-
tive and individual attempts to nationalize historical groups of different ethnic descents.
Nationalists prefer to imagine them as ancestors of their modern nations in spite the fact
that they had nothing in common with contemporary groups genetically and ethnically.
The author, on the one hand, will analyze how Hungarian nationalists attempt to integrate
the Turks in the grand narratives of national histories. These non-academic strategies ac-
tualize the common trends of ethnicization of history, in general, and local practices of na-
tionalist inventions, in particular. The author will explore how nationalist historians and
other intellectuals imagine, invent and construct symbolic links between the nations they
belong to, and different ancient and medieval ethnic groups and communities. The author
will examine the transplantations of modern national identities in the history of different
groups because the nationalists prefer to actualize connections between historical com-
munities and their nations, find ancient elements in the modern nations and provide their
historical predecessors with contemporary ethnicities and identities.

**Methodological and theoretical backgrounds.** This text is an attempt to analyse
how nationalists actualize the role of history and historical imaginations in the process
of legitimation of the political processes. Nationalist historiography is too extensive and
virtually boundless. The author understands that a significant part of the texts and ideas,
which he analyses in this article, has nothing in common with academic historiography.
The rejection, denial and ignoring of these texts by representatives of academic historiog-
raphy are understandable and justifiable, but the author attempts at exploring them in
terms of their instrumental role in the development and progress of political nationalism
and ideas of the nation state. The author considers that instrumentalist theory of national-
ism as a special case of Eric Hobsbawm’s and Terence Ranger’s modernism and con-
structivism can form the methodological basis for the analysis of practices and historical
manipulations nationalists used for their political needs.

The author presumes that the methodological instrumentarium of intellectual histo-
ry and the history of ideas is also applicable to studies of the basic trajectories of evolution
and the development of Hungarian Turanism. Nationalism stimulated and inspired dif-
f erent forms of political and cultural imagination and became an important determining
factor in the transformation of identities and collective representations of the past. Na-
tionalists’ aspirations influenced historiography, and nationalism as a romantic ideology
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or political program defined the main vectors, trajectories and developments of national historiographies. Nationalism assisted in ideologisation and politicisation of academic historical studies and inspired transformation of the history into a predetermined invented tradition that legitimised existence of the nation and its nation-state. The transformations of nation-states into the main actors of historical processes were impossible without the nationalist manipulations, speculations and the invention of political state myth based on the idea of a succession of different forms of state because its political and intellectual elites sought to monopolise various historical states and confirm their exclusive rights to its history.

Nationalist manipulations with history attempt to legitimise political identity and connections with historical ancestors simultaneously. Historicisation of states and political nations that existed in the past is not a consequence of the nationalistic historical speculations solely. The author believes that nationalism as one of the rational political ideologies and its theorists use history to achieve their specific political objectives, advantages, and utilitarian benefits. Historicization of national identity and its further transformation in the invented tradition actualize political components in the ideology of nationalism. Nationalistic historical imagination turns the state into an invented tradition and the main actor of historical processes. The attempts of nationalists to use history actualize political utility and inherent utility of history as politicized and ideologized forms of knowledge. Nationalist manipulations with history are situational and nationalists prefer to use history in political situations when they mobilize the masses for their political and ethnic needs. These intellectual tactics and strategies legitimise transplantations of modern identities and ethnicities in the past and provide nationalists with the opportunities to imagine political and ethnic communities as their “national” and “own”. Some intellectuals historicise predecessors radically in spite of the fact that they lived in the world where nations as political actors and nation-states as modern political institutions were absent.

**Historical revisionism and nationalism.** Nationalist attempts to integrate historical forms of statehood in the national versions of history constitute nationalist discourse and ensure the reproduction of national and political identities. These practices became forms of historical revisionism, an extremely complex phenomenon in the modern historiography from a structural viewpoint. Traditionally, Russian historiography perceives revisionism and any attempts to propose new explanations of the mythologized and ideologized historical facts negatively. American historiography, in particular, and Western revisionist historiography, in general, perceives revisionism differently. James McPherson, the President of the American Historical Association, stated in 2003: “revision is the lifeblood of historical scholarship. History is a continuing dialogue between the present and the past. Interpretations of the past are subject to change in response to new evidence, new questions asked of the evidence, new perspectives gained by the passage of time. There is no single, eternal, and immutable ‘truth’ about past events and their meaning. The unending quest of historians for understanding the past — that is, ‘revisionism’ — is what makes history vital and meaningful”.

The intellectual overcoming of historical and chronological failures was among the most important tasks of historians in nationalising societies. State myth became an ef-
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fective and influential instrument in the hands of nationalists for the political and social mobilisation of potential citizens of the nation that did not have their own state, but whose political elites had stable political sentiments and ideological representations about fundamental importance and values of the state. Historians, nationalists and intellectuals used a variety of cultural and social tactics, practices and strategies for the nationalisation of various historical states and their integration into the emerging canon of the national myth of the political, state and ethnic continuities and consistencies. Nationalist historians boldly and decisively exported modern ethnicities and identities as invented traditions in chronologically distant past. The imposing of collective modern concepts of national identity became commonplace in the nationalist strategies of imagination and invention of the past. Historians who participated in the development of nationalism, nations and states they dreamed of, did not face serious methodological and theoretical problems in the nationalisation of the early feudal medieval statehoods. They simply and radically declared their rights to use medieval states as imagined historical precursors of ethnic groups and political nations they belonged to.

The origins and ideological roots of nationalist manipulations with history as a form of historical revisionism can be extremely diverse. On the one hand, the unequal political, ethnic and social statuses stimulate and inspire radical nationalists to reject, deny, revise, and rewrite historical narratives proposed by historians and intellectuals of the dominating political, ethnic or linguistic majorities. This form of historical revisionism, in general, is politically progressive and positive because it stimulates the development, rise, and progress of new national historiographies. Most of the modern national historiographies of independent countries in Central, Eastern, and Balkan Europe started as politically motivated and ideologically inspired forms of historical revisionism intertwined with the political ambitions of the leaders of the nationalist movements. European nationalists rejected the historical schemes of the dominant national groups because active nationalist movements inspired new forms of history writing. The emergence of new nation-states on European political and mental maps stimulated and legitimized processes of a radical revision of history, its nationalization, invention and imagination of the new historical narratives. Nationalists used the grand narratives for legitimation of the political sovereignty and further development of the national identities of nations they belonged to.

Chronologically the positive impact of historical revisionism was very short because the progress of the national statehood, the strengthening of sovereignty and political freedoms, the development of academic institutions, the formation of the national traditions of history writing and its teaching in secondary schools and universities contributed to preservation of historical discourse. This historical discourse can be different, and it can vary from moderate nationalism to the priority of social, political or economic motives and explanations. If the first nationalists were radical revisionists and consistent deniers of historical theories and concepts of the dominant majority, their historiographical heirs piously believed in them as the founding fathers of the nation, but they used academic methods and approaches in their attempts to write the national history. If the early national historiography developed as radically nationalist, its later heirs became extremely conservative and academic.

The second form of revisionism occurs in societies where the national historiography became academic, marginalized nationalism and deprived it of its status of the universal language of historical discipline. Radical ethnic nationalist and marginalized intellectuals
inspire historical revisionism in these societies. The tactics and strategies of this form of historical revisionism are extremely diverse, but nationalist-minded historians and other intellectuals prefer to imagine and reinvent state and political continuities between the nations they belong to and the states they live in, and their distant historical ethnic and political predecessors. This form of revisionism, in contrast to radical historical revisionism of an active era of national liberation movements, is marginal because modern revisionism offers non-academic approaches, from the viewpoint of the formalized historiography. Revisionists, unlike their nationalist predecessors, use history to prove that the nation they belong to is the most ancient in the world, or the state they live in has always existed, and its political traditions are continuous and consistent.

“Ugor-török háború” in intellectual debates of Hungarian nationalists. Hungarian intellectuals developed ideas of the Turkic origin of the Hungarians under German cultural influence. Friedrich Max Müller (1823–1900) localized the Hungarians among the Turanian peoples in his typology of languages. Hungarian nationalists realized the potential of Turkism rather quickly and began to seek, prove and justify the Hungarian-Turkish successions and continuities too actively. “Turáni Társaság”, or Turanian Society, was founded in 1910 and became the intellectual centre and informal think-tank for the Hungarian intellectuals of Turanist orientation. “Turánizmus” or “uráni gondola” was an attempt to radically revise the idea of the Finno-Ugrian origin of the Hungarians and provide Hungarian historical nation with the glorious, great and visible ancestors with traditions of independent statehood.

Cooperation of Hungarian intellectuals with their Turkish colleagues stimulated and inspired their attempts to locate the imagined Magyar nation within the Turkic ones. As for Turkish intellectuals, they were also interested in the tactics and strategies Hungarian nationalists used for the invention of their non-Ugrian identity, with Turkic roots. Sándor Csoma de Körös, Hungarian traveler and one of the founding fathers of the national
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Orientalism, believed that the Hungarians were relatives of Uighurs who speak one of the Turkic languages. Vámbéry Ármin, another Hungarian Orientalist, looked for the ethnic origins of the Hungarians among the Turkic peoples so actively that he attempted to proclaim them one of the Turkic ethnic groups. János Arany supported the ideas of Vámbéry Ármin but preferred to develop a cultural and poetic paradigm of Turanism, idealizing and glorifying the imagined Turkic ancestors of the Hungarians.

Ferenc Auréll Pulszky, Hungarian nationalist journalist and political activist, sought to politicise the ideas of Turanism in Hungarian nationalism, while Sándor Márki was too ambitiously found common ethnic features in the history and developments of European Hungarians and the Turkic peoples of the Russian Empire. Ethnographic Studies of Sándor Márki, another ideologue of Turanism, combined emathias and sympathies to the oppressed ethnic minorities of Russia, and he, as a nationalist, maneuvered between the values of nation and ideas of class, ethnic myths of the imagined solidarity and problems of social liberation. Vilmos Pröhle also popularized Orientalism in Hungary and encouraged speculations about the possible identity of the Hungarians as Turan nation. Gyula Sebestyén's ideas were more speculative because he truly believed in the Turkic identity of the Hungarians, invented the Turkic elements in the Hungarian folklore and stated numerous similarities between Runes, used by ancient ancestors of the Hungarians and Turks. József Huszka, another Hungarian nationalist, actively developed Turanism as the invented tradition of the imagined Turkic-Hungarian historical continuities and parallels in folk and traditional cultures.

The emergence and further progress of Hungarian Turanism provoked and initiated debates among intellectuals who believed in Turkic or Finno-Ugrian roots and origins of the Hungarians. The controversies and intellectual wars between Ugrists and Turanists stimulated concerns and excitements of the political elites of the Habsburg Empire because they accepted Turanism as an intellectual form of Hungarian ethnic nationalism and an incentive for the political crisis in the empire and stimulus for regional separatism simultaneously. The supporters of the Austro-Hungarian unionism criticized Turanism and became the founders of ethnic trends in Hungarian nationalism, but Turanism as a political ideology, cultural strategy, and the invented tradition was popular enough among intellectuals and evolved in the compromise form of nationalism, which actualized elements of romanticized Turanism and ideas of ethnic Magyarism.
The controversies between Ugrists and Turanists inspired intellectual debates known as “ugor-török háború” and facilitated the fragmentation of the Hungarian nationalist discourse: Finno-Ugrism transformed into ethnic nationalism and Turanism gradually became the basis for the development of Hungarian academic Orientalism. Despite the significant role of ethnic nationalism, the romantic myth about anti-Turkish resistance, absolutization of the language as subjective factor of blood, idealization of Magyar ethnicity, Hungarian intellectuals were active in their studies of Turkish history that actualized the ideas of Turanism and symbolic Hungarian membership in the Turkish world. Hungarian Turanism developed as several intellectual trends that coexisted in academic and political forms. Hungarian mass media periodically actualized problems of Turanism, but Turanist rhetoric from romantic nationalism transformed into in pseudo-academic manipulations with history from.

Turanism is still among pivotal topics for the non-academic or semi-academic speculations and reflections about the ethnic roots of the Hungarians. Turanism has lost its political mobilization potential because the civil and the ethnic Hungarian nationalisms in their classic ideological forms have become more adaptable and attractive. The ideas
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of Turanism actualize the trends of ethnic nationalism in contemporary intellectual discourse. The supporters of political Turanism continue to develop the ideas of their intellectual predecessors and tend to appeal to the imagined ethnic solidarity, while moderate academic Turanists recognize the Finno-Ugric roots of modern Hungarian identity and do not reject the fact that the Hungarian language belongs to the Finno-Ugric group. They also try to imagine, invent, and localize the Turkic elements and influences, especially in the early history of the Hungarians, and draw ethnic and linguistic parallels with the Turks. Academic Turanists, in contrast to the political ideologists, do not declare that the Turks were the ethnic and linguistic Hungarian ancestors, but they legitimise and promote collective representations that historic Finno-Ugrian ancestors of the Hungarians were not so passive as nationalists of the 19th century believed but actively participated in the common Ugrian-Turkic political and state history.

Academic Turanism was an attempt to imagine and invent Hungarian identity as collective memory in multiple contexts of intellectual history and invented political and historiographical traditions. Academic Turanism has developed as extremely diverse and heterogeneous intellectual trend and ranges from historical to linguistic and ethnographic studies of ethnically and linguistically related Turkic nations in the cultural landscapes of modern Hungary. Academic Turanism belongs to the number of the post-modernist cultural and intellectual practices. It has transformed into attempts to place Turanism into Hungarian history of ideas, in particular, and integrate it into the intellectual and political history in general.

Hungarian Turanism as a victim of modernization and progress of the nation-state. Academic Turanism broke up with ideas of romantic nationalism, and it does not legitimise its early political forms but uses Turanist narratives as a source that inspires intellectuals to construct historical memories about attempts of Hungarian intellectuals to cultivate romantic myth of Turanist state and historical continuity. Turanist myth lost
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its potential and charm because it became the victim of marginalization: Hungarian state-
hood formed other dimensions of legitimation and collective representations about the
political and historical continuities. The difficulties of formation of collective historical
memory in the eras of national and communist authoritarianisms significantly weakened
Turanist narratives because Hungarian intellectuals were forced to integrate memories of
terror, repression, suppression, and resistance into collective historical and historiograph-
cal canons. Despite the cyclical nature of Turanism and negative historical and cultural
dynamics, Turanist political myth in the Hungarian national imagination was stable and
succeeded in establishing strong connections with Magyarism.

Various intellectual forms of Turanism coexist with ethnic Magyarism in political
Hungarian nationalism. Turanism places other ideological accents, which makes it differ-
ent from the ethicized Finno-Ugric Magyarism. Despite all these differences, two trends
co-existed and continuously co-developed in intellectual Hungarian history of Magyar
Királyság in the Habsburg Empire30, the interwar Europe31, the Sovietized Magyar Nép-
köztársaság32 and contemporary Magyarország33. The romantic Turanism became another
victim of politicization and indoctrination of Hungarian society, which preferred to
imagine Turanism as part of the history of national revival, locate it on the peripheries of
the historical memory or transform it into a part of the genesis of the national Oriental-
ism. If the ideas of Ugrism became central in the ethnic Hungarian national myth and the
idealization of the Finno-Ugric ancestors was addede to the list of ideological virtues of
nationalism, Turanism and romantic attempts of Hungarian nationalists to imagine and
invent the Turks as the perfect and correct ancestors lost its political and ideological sig-
nificance and gradually became the first steps in the genesis and the further development
of Hungarian Orientalism.

30 Kunos I. Oszmán-török népköltési gyűjtemény. Budapest, 1887; Kúnos I. Török népmesék. Buda-
pest, 1889; Kunos I. Kisázsia török dialektusairól. Budapest, 1896; Pröhle V. Rendszeres oszmán-török nyel-
vton. Pozsony, 1899; Sára P. A magyar nyelv eredetéről másképpen. Budapest, 1994; Sára P. A magyar nyelv
titokzatos forrásánál. Rokon vonások, szerkezeti hasonlóságok a Magyar és a Török nyelvekben. Budapest,
1996; Sára P. A magyar-török rokonságról. Budapest, 1995; Szakály F. A magyar jogszolgáltatás és közi-
gazgatás a török hódoltságban I. Budapest, 1997; Thúry J. A közép-ázsiai török irodalom. Budapest, 1907;
Fekete L. Török birtokrendszer a hódolt Magyarországon. Budapest, 1940; Lukinich F. A néprokonsági eszme
Pai-
Vol. I–IV. Ol. 19–22; Wigand E. Turáni öreg csillagok // Turán. A Turáni Társaság (Magyar Néprokonsági
32 Bidzsári H. A török irodalom. Budapest, 1973; Fekete L. Budai török számadáskönyvek (1550–
1580). Budapest, 1962; Fekete L. Budapest története a török korban. Budapest, 1974; Gerő G. Buda török
Budapest, 1962; Gerő G. Török építészeti emlékek Magyarországon. Budapest, 1976; Molnár J. A török világ
Bu-
dapest, 1977; Szabó P., Rúzsás L. A török Pécs. Pécs, 1958; Szakály F. A török félhold árnyékában. Budapest,
33 Fekete L. A hódoltság török levtáló forrásai nyomán. Budapest, 1993; Fodor P. "Az ország ügye
mindenek előtt való". A szultáni tanács Magyarországra vonatkozó rendeletei (1544–1545, 1552). Budapest,
2005; Fodor P. A szultán és az aranyalma. Tánulmányok az oszmán-török. Budapest, 2001; Fodor P. Vállalko-
It is extremely difficult to determine what motives and ideas stimulated Hungarian intellectuals to cultivate and promote the idea of Turkish-Hungarian continuities because the linguistic identity of the Hungarian nation in the 19th century, when these ideas arose, was not Turkish, but developed as a Finno-Ugric because the language and ethnicity defined the main vectors and trajectories in developments and transformations of Hungarian nationalism. German intellectual influences, in particular, and Western intellectual stimuli, in general, inspired the progress of Hungarian Turanism, but it would be logical to assume that the wrong linguistic and ethnic speculations of European authors and real political influences of the Ottoman Empire spurred the interests of Hungarian authors in hypothetical Turkic roots of the nation they belonged to. Magyar Királyság or the Hungarian Kingdom was part of the multinational and heterogeneous Habsburg Empire in the 19th century when the Ottoman Empire was among formally influential European empires.

The crisis of the Ottoman Empire and the inability of its elites to prevent, stop and slow the processes of decay and increase in separatist movements could not weaken the reputation and influence of the romantic legends about the Ottoman state and its political myth. The Ottoman Empire was not very interesting for the rational Hungarian nationalists because Turanism as a factor of the probable and possible political mobilization and public legitimation attracted them incomparably more than romantic nationalist aspirations. Ugrism actualized the ethnic components in the ideology of Hungarian nationalism, but it obviously was weaker than Turanism because independent Finno-Ugric states did not exist in the 19th century and relative communities were not nations and existed as the oppressed minorities in the Russian Empire.

Hungarian nationalism developed as a political state and romantic ethnic ideology that sought to protect and defend the special rights and privileges of Hungary in the Habsburg Empire. Hungarian ethnic nationalism mutated into other nationalistic forms used for the state legitimation and their political aspirations. Turanism ceased to be a nationalist strategy that actualizes the state narratives in the ideology of Hungarian nationalism because Turanist trends, on the one hand, transformed into political invented tradition. On the other hand, intellectual Turanism became the victim of fragmentation: academicized forms of Turanism, such as historical, cultural and linguistic studies of Turkic nations coexist with pseudo-academic theories of folk historical style. Hungarian nationalists who rejected Magyarism in its Finno-Ugric forms preferred to absolutize and idealize Turkic-Hungarian parallels and participated in the international activities of the pan-Turkic organizations. Turanism became a form of instrumentalization and the articulation of non-academic and romantic speculations and attempts to connect romantic ideas of ethnic nationalism with political messages of Hungarian elites. Theorists of ethnic nationalism sought to legitimize political ambitions and prove the continuity between the different national traditions of Hungarians and their imagined Turkic ancestors simultaneously by including Turanism as the private case of the theory of Turkic-Hungarian continuity.

Political elites sought a symbolic legitimation of power, married the history, but the dynamic changes of regimes left history a widow three times and inspired historians to change the epistemological paradigms and dominant approaches to historical imagination in the second half of the 20th century. The absence of real historical and political continuities stimulated developments of myths of state and continuity in its symbiosis with nationalism. Nationalist imagination transplanted the ethnicised modern nation in the
past and provided a medieval state with the necessary ethnic characteristics. Nationalists
replaced the collective traumas of political failures and the inevitable historical defeats and
lacunas with the myth of state continuity.

**Ethnic is too political, or why political narratives prevail over ethnic ones in na-
tionalism.** The history of European nationalisms provides historians with numerous ex-
amples and attempts to ethnicise and nationalise the past, the active use of history for
political needs. The tactics and strategies of the nationalists in their permanent desires
and aspirations to glorify nation and use history as the form of political legitimation were
varied. Some Hungarian nationalists insisted that the Hungarians were not Ugro-Finns
but had Turkic ancestors. These nationalist strategies and tactics of manipulations with
history have a lot in common, but their genesis was extremely varied and depended on the
local and regional conditions. Hungarian attempts and desires to imagine and invent the
Turks as the ancestors have some common features because nationalists projected modern
identities and ethnicities in the ethnic group that belonged to other communities. The
Finno-Ugric character of the Hungarian language did not prevent the nationalists from
arguing that the Hungarians were the direct descendants of Turks despite the fact that the
Finno-Ugric and Turkic languages belong to different language families. The attempts to
export modern identities and ethnicities to the past, desires to prove and actualize ethnic
and partly political successions had different reasons and incentives in Hungarian nation-
alism. Despite the fact that Hungary had a significant and visible political rights and insti-
tutions in the Habsburg Empire, Hungarian nationalists believed that political national-
ism was not enough for the modernization and successful transformation of peasants into
a nation. Nationalists faced a deficit of historical and political legitimacy that stimulated
their attempts to imagine Turks as the ideal state and historical ancestors, as well as ethni-
cize them and find common Hungarian-Turkic elements in history. The synthesis of eth-
ic Magyarized national canon with Turkic myth actualized new dimensions of Hun-
garian political identity: the nationalists, on the one hand, were true believers and adepts of
values of the nation and ethnic nationalism; on the other hand, they had a political sense
of of their nation's belonging to the Turkic world. The nationalists imagined Turkic world
as a more politically successful because the Ottoman Empire in the 19th century was a sig-
nificant factor in European politics, and the Finno-Ugric groups were virtually invisible,
unobtrusive, and oppressed minorities. This complex of political inferiority does not stop
Hungarian nationalists from oppressing the Slavic groups and ignoring their rights in the
Habsburg Empire. Turkic myths in Hungarian nationalism combined ethnic and politi-
cal nationalist ambitions. These myths had instrumentalist roles, and nationalists actively
used them for political mobilization, transformation of traditional communities in the na-
tions. These myths became the inventions of romantic nationalists, but rational pragmatic
nationalists used their results and achievements for implementation and further progress
of national identities. The speculative ideas about Turkish ethnic roots were interesting for
the political nationalists because the results of possible political and instrumentalist use of
these myths and romantic slogans inspired speculations with history and also legitimised
nationalist successes. It is logical to presume that nationalists understood the fragility and
non-academic nature of their ideas and concepts, but the political potential of these myths
was more attractive than the norms of academic ethics.

**Preliminary conclusions.** The relationships between nationalism and history are ex-
tremely complex and contradictory. They intensified in the rapid process of nationalizing,
politicizing and liberalizing of nations, ambitious in their attempts to invent the nation and provide it with political and national identities. The history will inevitably become hostage to the political and ideological conditions in this intellectual situation and nationalists will actively use facts of the past in their attempts to legitimize political objectives, intentions and actions. The perceptions of historical facts and political practices of nationalists and academic historians are extremely diverse. Nationalists are interested in history as political and ideological instrument in their struggle for the rights and freedoms of the nation they belong to, or the nation they imagine and invent. Political preferences of nationalism determine the trajectories of development of the history in dynamically nationalizing societies. The invention of great historical ancestors, who provide modern nation-states with historical and political precursors, is one of the strategies nationalists actively used to form, strengthen and promote national identity. The nationalist speculations and manipulations contribute to the transformations of history in one of the invented traditions, including political rituals, secular and civil ceremonies, military parades, coronations or inaugurations. History becomes indispensable in situations when nationalizing societies face a deficit of political legitimacy and historical memory. Nationalists, on the one hand, radically solve this problem and invent new legitimacies and histories, which have never before existed. Nationalists also provide chronologically distant communities and groups of the past with modern ethnicities and identities. On the other hand, the nationalist-minded intellectuals radically, decisively and consistently may deny the historical roles and significances of other ethnic groups and their states in the history of the nation they belong to. The historiographical fates of ancient Turkic tribes exemplify how nationalists use and nationalize history and provide different group with politically necessary identities. These manipulations with history transform it into the imagined and invented traditions. The contemporary intellectual situation is more heterogeneous, and attempts to revive the idea of the identity and direct continuity co-exist with academic attempts to prove that the Turks were important historical actors in the contexts of political history because they had their own state that was at the same time ethnically heterogeneous and also among the historical antecedents of Hungarian statehood. Despite the formal heterogeneity, nationalist tactics and strategies of historical imaginations, the invention of histories, the historical manipulations and speculations have a lot in common. The development and progress of the state institutions weaken ethnic nationalism, marginalize the ethnicized historical concepts, replace them and expel into the social and cultural peripheries of the non-academic historiographies. The non-academic and academized forms of Hungarian nationalism coexist in contemporary historiographies. Academic and non-academic historians will use a variety of tactics and strategies for development and further promotion of these myths. The intellectual spaces and communities will continue to exist as a fragmented and heterogeneous groups. Intellectuals will play the roles of nationalists, nationalists will disguise as intellectuals, and they will collectively and occasionally revive old ghosts of political and historiographical national and class myths with their idols of great political ancestors and predecessors.
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